MONDAY, JUNE 10, 2019

ilani Meeting & Entertainment Center

Pre-Convention Deep Dive*
Lunch & CAE recognition 12 - 12:30 p.m.
Presentation 12:30 - 4:30 p.m.

*Additional registration required/Executives Only Program

---

KELLY JOHNSTON,
CLARITY CONSULTING

The thread that links my work experience together is seeking ways to facilitate meaningful and lasting positive change in organizations and with people. Each position I’ve held has been aimed at helping organizations make sustainable changes that lead to better business results. Talent within organizations is one of the primary levers we have to generate meaningful change, and I am passionate about unleashing people’s potential from the organizational constraints that usually exist. This can include driving out fear by creating clear lines of sight and aligning around common business practices and goals, equipping people with the skills they need to do their jobs well, and coaching managers of people in performance management.

Taking the Mystery Out of People Management... and Adding Science Back In

Kelly Johnston, Clarity Consulting

Whether you find being the boss the hardest part of your job or the best, you’ll get tools and practices to help you be more effective. We’ll cover four distinct scientific models for how to effectively lead and manage others. During this interactive workshop, you’ll learn the science, receive practical tools for applying the science, and practice using them. From neuroscience to behavioral sciences, this workshop will challenge you to manage others with purpose and skill. You’ll finish the day more equipped and inspired to lead your team.

Key Learning Objectives:

- Participants will understand four distinct models based on scientific research related to performance management.
- Participants will practice using at least two tools during the workshop.
- Participants will leave with a plan for implementing the concepts and tools into their regular management practices and routines.